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Lancashire U17  19   Yorkshire U17  10   (HT 12 – 0) 
  
What a great day’s rugby.  Two talented, powerful and spirited U17 county squads locked horns 
at Sedgley Park last Sunday for what turned out to be an epic encounter.  Yorkshire had the 
better of the first 10 minutes carrying strongly deep in to Lancashire territory and edging the 
breakdown.  Lancashire weathered the storm, started to edge the scrum taking one against the 
head and competed at the breakdown.  Gaining both possession and territory, momentum was 
now with Lancashire.  On 17 minutes, Lancashire attacked deep in to the Yorkshire 22, 
stretching the Yorkshire defence first left then right, culminating with the Lancashire 2nd row 
bursting on to a flat pass from his scrum half at pace to score the first try of the match; 
converted by the Lancashire fullback: 7-0 Lancashire. 
  
It was now Yorkshire’s turn to dig deep in defence.  Lancashire played with pace and power but 
the Yorkshire defence held firm until on 24 minutes Lancashire were awarded a scrum just 
inside Yorkshire’s 22.  Lancashire’s front five provided the platform and good decision-making 
resulted in the Lancashire No.8 exploiting the blindside before sending his right winger racing to 
the line unopposed to score in the corner; the Lancashire fly half stepped up to take the 
touchline conversion and narrowly missed: 12-0 Lancashire. 
  
To their credit, Yorkshire fought back immediately and put Lancashire under pressure for the 
remainder of the first half, in particular with a series of catch-and-drives from their lineout which 
resulted in Yorkshire being held up over the line on two occasions.  Both sets of supporters 
were roused by the intensity of Yorkshire’s attack and the determination and spirit of the 
resolute Lancashire defence – what a contest.  Somehow Lancashire managed to keep 
Yorkshire scoreless: Half-Time Lancashire 12 Yorkshire 0. 
  
Yorkshire made a number of changes at half-time and started to put more pace and width on 
the ball.  Lancashire were pinned in their own half for most of the next 30 minutes and the 
penalty count against Lancashire raced in to double figures.  On 41 minutes, after a period of 
sustained pressure, Yorkshire’s pacey replacement winger sprinted for the corner.  The 
Lancashire fullback made an heroic cover tackle forcing the Yorkshire winger in to the corner 
flag as he grounded the ball.  Try or no try?  After due consideration, the referee awarded the 
try – refreshing to see the attacking team being given the benefit of the doubt; the Yorkshire fly 
half waited patiently for his kicking tee, which was not forthcoming, then prompted by the 
referee that he was running out of time, decided to drop-kick the touchline conversion and duly 
missed: 12-5 Lancashire. 
  
Both teams emptied their bench but the force remained with Yorkshire.  Although Lancashire 
attacked from deep in their own half, it was Yorkshire who started to edge the scrum and 
continued to have the better of the possession and territory.  Lancashire were playing great 
rugby without the ball and, for all their pressure, Yorkshire rarely threatened the Lancashire try 
line.  As this absorbing contest neared its conclusion, there was a moment of pure drama.  On 
65 minutes, having soaked up the Yorkshire pressure for most of the second half, Lancashire 
scored the decisive try of the match against the run of play.  The Lancashire blindside picked up 



 

 
a ‘bobbler’ close to a breakdown and sprinted 40 metres unopposed to score; the Lancashire fly 
half stepped up to land a magnificent touchline conversion: 19-5 Lancashire. 
  
Surely this would have finished off Yorkshire.  Not in the slightest.  Back came Yorkshire to their 
immense credit and their pack pounded away at the Lancashire line.  Just as it looked like 
Lancashire were going to hold out, on 69 minutes one of the Yorkshire forwards picked up at 
the back of a ruck and drove for the line to score the final try of the match; the Yorkshire fly half, 
on this occasion armed with his kicking tee, narrowly missed the conversion: 19-10 Lancashire. 
  
There was still time for Lancashire to re-start the game but that was the end of the scoring: Final 
Score Lancashire 19 Yorkshire 10 
  
Both squads were a credit to their respective county.  It was a privilege and an absolute 
pleasure to be part of such a wonderful rugby occasion played in the true spirit of 
rugby.  Congratulations to both County squads. 


